Designation: DP153

Location: Philippines
Number of nets: 15,090
Intended Distribution date: Apr-Jun 2010

DP received: 18Dec2009
Date responded with questions: 16Dec09

Re Q1: Do you have a list of the villages in each of the municipalities and the population of each? Do you have a map showing the relative location of the five municipalities?
Re Q2: Do you have an estimate of what the populations might be in 2010 given these are 2007 figures?
Re Q3: Can you provide the reported number of cases of malaria in the province and for what population this applies? This would help us better understand better the level of malaria.
Re Q4: Do you have more recent data? In particular we are keen to see clinic level information, ideally malaria case data on a monthly basis. Are there clinics that serve the 5 municipalities? Do they have malaria case information? The value of this information is as pre-distribution baseline information that can be compared to similar information gathered post-distribution.
Re Q6: Can you describe what liaising has taken place to date with the TDF and DoH? What liaising is planned? Can you also describe the implication of their distribution programme? For example, how many nets have they/are they intending to distribute and will that reduce the number you will need to distribute to achieve blanket coverage?
Re Q7: Can you let us know more about the Movement Against Malaria? Do they have a website?
Re Q8: Please can you provide an email address for Mario?

Date of response: 16Jan10 – Proposer gathering information, will re-submit in 2 weeks
Date of review: 01Feb10 – Re-submitted, preliminary approval by MAG, but proposer asked DP be put on hold as timing of other funding partners uncertain. AMF cannot fund all nets. Yet to be submitted for detailed review to MAG.
Status: Open – Funding required